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And they said to one another, "Come, let us make bricks, and burn them
thoroughly." And they had brick for stone, and bitumen for mortar. Then they said,
"Come, let us build ourselves a city, and a tower with its top in the heavens, and let
us make a name for ourselves, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the
whole earth." Genesis 11:3-4

Washington Monument Rally 1976
Today, America is plagued with problems: racism, juvenile delinquency, and
immorality. Christianity is declining. Communism is rising. The menace of
Communism is everywhere. Of all these problems, atheistic Communism is the
worst. Is it not just America's problem; it is the problem of religious people, it is
the problem of God Himself. Rev. Sun Myung Moon, "America and God's Will,"
September 18, 1976
Dear
As Hyung Jin Nim explained in Sunday's sermon, the man-made centers of power are crumbling in
front of our eyes, with citizen journalists like James O'Keefe at Project Veritas doing what "respected"
media organizations are unwilling or unable to do, exposing voter fraud orchestrated at the highest levels
of one of the two major political parties in the U.S. If they truly cared more about protecting our republic
than about their self-interest they would act differently, but they are part and parcel of the elite, corrupt
power structure. The Abel UN envisioned by Father must advocate and defend citizens' rights and
sovereignty in the face of a Cain type UN that exemplifies centralized global power benefiting a few.

Rev. Jeong Ok Yoo

Father's foundation is coming back to his anointed successor. Just this month
Rev. Jeong Ok Yoo, the lead lecturer of the OSDP content anointed by
Father, gave a 3 day OSDP workshop which was attended by 80 participants
each day. He taught that "True Parents are only True Parents when with True
Father. Only True Father is the messiah. When Mother talks about being born
without Original Sin, it is a lie. The Only Begotten Daughter as Mother
describes it does not exist."

The audience was in tears. One had a vision of True Father standing with Rev. Yoo. He will tour Korea
with these 13 lectures, 1.5 hours each. He did not participate in the 2013 Foundation Day events or recent
FFWPU "Holy Items" ceremony.
Also earlier this month, Kim Young Soon, who received Dr. Sang Hun
Lee's messages from the spiritual world, reported a message from True
Father in which he states:
"I loved and truly cared for Mother... I, True Father in the spirit world, feel
really pity more for you and for True Mother, and thus I am sending this
message to you... Mother left her position of the Messiah's wife. Even if I don't
say this to you, you already have seen how Mother has been living her life and
you, are even observing her right now! ... I clearly told you and taught you:
Dr. Sang Hun Lee
"Do not touch True Father's words.". Do you believe what you are doing along
with True Mother is in accordance with the Heavenly Law? Why can't you clearly reveal that teaching of
mine to True Mother?... You-36 Couples, FFWPU President, and leaders-must plead with True Mother to
properly follow True Father's teachings."
"You Have Wounded Your True Father"
Full Message
Father 'canonized' Kim Yong Soon's earlier reported messages by including them in his Eight Textbooks
curriculum book titled Messages of Peace (section "Report from Spiritual World") published in English in
2007 (Korean publication title: Pyeong Hwa Shin Gyeong).

The world is facing a choice that is also encapsulated in the current U.S. Presidential election, to go
towards centralized power or towards local sovereignty.

Kingdom Elect - Oct. 23, 2016 - Rev. Hyung Jin Moon
Top church leaders in Asia are starting to realize what a dead-end FFWPU is. Many were shocked to hear
Mother's October 5 speech and concluding that Mother is not obeying Father. Hyung Jin Nim told Mother
in 2012, "they are parasites, they don't love you. We are your sons who don't want you to fall."
Hyung Jin Nim told his daughter, when you girls get close to wealth and luxury, you get crazy and think
you deserve it. All of the girls in the True Family betrayed Father. They wanted to be worshipped. The
Han mother did not embrace the hard things that True Father did. She went to Brazil, but stayed in the airconditioned hotel room watching Korean dramas.
Kook Jin Nim had to go fishing with Father in hot summers and cold winters. If Mother had embraced the
subject's culture, Father's lifestyle, saying "I should become an instructor in this," then the girls would
have inherited that tradition from Mother, instead of becoming preoccupied with diamonds and rubies.
The reign of the Han mother is already over. All of us need to be careful not to be corrupted by
prosperity. As Jesus said, "you cannot serve God and Mammon."
Did you know?
In SMM Speeches Volume 614, page 141, published 2009, it states that "because Mother fell, she has to
take responsibility to restore herself. These guys going around philandering cannot do it." FFWPU has
republished this volume, removing this statement, with the rest of the content shown on page 71.
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